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Thesis overview
The first chapter contains an introduction to the basic concepts of the physics of
ultracold atoms. Primarily, we provide a historical background in which we present
the theoretical and experimental main steps and deliverables in condensed matter
physics that led to the modern approach to the study of ultracold quantum gases.
After having pointed out the important properties and issues of such systems, we
propose a summary of the experimental techniques developed in these last thirty
years, focusing on the gradual process of cooling at the nanoscale temperatures (laser
cooling and evaporation) and Feshbach resonance.
The last part concerns the explanation of the concept of Rabi coupling: it consists
in a linear coupling between the components of a quantum gas mixture, this means
a tunneling between two internal hyperfine states by which one component can flip
into the other.
In the second part of the thesis we investigate the properties of a multicomponent
quantum Bose gas with a Rabi coupling, using theoretical methods based on func-
tional integration.
Firstly, we derive the critical temperature of the gas with Rabi interaction but with
the intra-species and inter-species coupling set to zero.
After that, we derive the mean field theory with non-zero interactions: the ground
state solutions provide for two configurations, a symmetrical one and another with a
population imbalance. We investigate the first case.
At very low temperatures beyond-mean-field contribution crucially affects the equa-
tion of state of many-body systems. We derive the equation of state of the gas
including the quantum fluctuations. The divergent zero-point energy of gapless and
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gapped elementary excitations of the uniform system is properly regularized obtain-
ing a meaningful analytical expression for the beyond-mean-field equation of state in
the weak Rabi coupling approximation.
In the case of attractive inter-particle interaction we show that the quantum pressure
arising from Gaussian fluctuations can prevent the collapse of the mixture with the
creation of a self- bound droplet. In particular we use a gaussian solution ansatz with
appropriate parameters to investigate the stability and collective excitations of the
droplet in the presence of the Rabi coupling.
In the third part we study the effects of Rabi coupling along the BCS-BEC crossover
of a Feshbach resonance for a two-spin-component Fermi gas.
Results such as the gap equation, the number equation and the critical temperature
in the mean-field approximation have been obtained. We find that the Rabi affects
considerably the zero point energy of the fermions in BCS regime. As done for the
bosonic case in chapter 2 we include quantum fluctuations to go further than the
mean field solution.
We derive the gaussian contributes to the grand potential of the fermionic theory for
the BCS-BEC crossover and subsequently we extend this result to the Rabi interacting
case.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Historical background
What happens when a gas of atoms or molecules get colder and colder?
At very low temperatures quantum-mechanical properties of the matter becomes rel-
evant: novel states appear and unseen phase transitions are observed. In such condi-
tions we go deeper into the quantum degenerate regime where the quantum-statistical
nature of the particles governs the dynamics.
The condensed matter physics provides the opportunity to discover new macroscopic
quantum effects, no longer restricted to the subatomic world, but rather, determined
by collective behavior of these many-body systems, to macroscopic scale.
Such systems have been an important challenge for an entire century, theoretically
and experimentally, taking on issues of both fundamental and applied physics.
The theoretical prediction of Bose-Einstein-Condensation is one of the first steps to-
wards the knowledge of superfluidity. Albert Einstein in 1924 studied the statistical
properties of indistinguishable non-interacting bosons and he predicted the famous
Bose-Einstein distribution [1]: a consequence of this BEC distribution is that below a
certain critical temperature a macroscopic fraction of the particles occupies the same
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quantum state.
In this case the solution of the fundamental problem preceded the related experiments
on superfluidity of liquid helium, firstly discovered by Pyotr Kapitsa, John Allen and
Don Misener in 1938 [2, 3].
The liquid can flow with null resistance and intriguing effects are observed such as
quantized vortices and fountain effect. It is important to specify that the atoms in
liquid helium are strongly interacting and they are far from the ideal case of non-
interacting bosons.
The opposite case, in which the theory came after the experimental observations,
is that of superconductivity, a phenomenon observed by Onnes in 1911 [4] and
whom, only after an half of century, found his theoretical framework in the Bardeen-
Schrieffer-Cooper theory [6]. A superconductor main characteristic is the Meissner
effect [5]: below a certain critical temperature a perfect diamagnetism appears be-
cause any applied magnetic field is completely expelled from its interior.
This singular behaviour of these very cold metals can be explained considering elec-
trons as a gas, where the electrons attract each others forming stable Cooper pairs.
Even after a century of studies and discoveries, condensed matter physics still has
many interesting problems which require to be investigated.
For instance, in 1986, high-temperature superconductors were discovered in ceramic
materials [7] and the precise microscopic mechanism governing these cuprates is still
not clear today.
In the 90’s, methods and techniques aimed to cooling and trapping atoms with lasers
had been developed; together with the application of Feschbach resonance the interest
towards the new physics of ultracold atoms considerably increased in the research
community.
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1.2 Ultracold atoms
In 1995 the first Bose-Einstein condensate has been experimentally obtained by Eric
Cornell and Carl Wieman at NIST-JILA laboratories at Colorado University. Using
laser cooling technology, they cooled atomic gas of rubidium to a temperature of about
6·10−8 K. Cornell and Wieman, together with Wolfgang Ketterle, won the Nobel prize
in 2001 ([8], [9], [10]). This discovery marked the birth of a new category of systems
which can be succesfully isolated from the external enviroment and simultaneously
accessibile for measure devices. Moreover, because of their complete isolation these
ultracold gases are very clean in the sense that there are essentially no impurities
unless deliberately added.
The main advantage of working with ultracold quantum gases is that interaction
effects can be sufficiently small as to be treated with perturbation theory.
In order to have a dilute gas it is necessary to reach very low temperatures. These
are impossible to achieve if the gas is in contact with material walls so the gas must
be trapped into magnetic-optical traps after being cooled with laser beams. Once
the atoms are trapped, evaporative cooling can be relatively easily implemented by
lowering the trap depth, so that only the most energetic atoms can escape from the
trap and the remaining gas cools after re-thermalization, in the same way as the
common evaporation mechanism.
Another advantage of such systems is the flexibiliy: one can control the external trap-
ping potential and the interatomic interaction through the Feschbach resonance. This
allows for a systematic study of an enormous variety of interesting many-body sys-
tems, ranging from weakly interacting to strongly interacting, from one-dimensional
to three-dimensional, from homogeneous to periodic, where the microscopic parame-
ters are always precisely known and tunable.
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1.2.1 Fano-Feschbach resonance
The Fano-Feshbach resonances (RFF) are important experimental techniques used to
control properties of ultracold atoms such as the interaction strength of the coupling
between particles.
Firstly, the resonances were applied in the context of nuclear physics and then they
found crucial applications in ultracold atoms physics.
Such resonances have been predicted in 1995 [11] and firstly observed in a BEC of
23Na [12]. Subsequently, Feshbach resonances for bosonic gas have been observed
and this led to the realization of Bose-Einstein condensate of 85Rb and causing it to
collapse enhancing the strength of the interaction [13].
A fundamental achievement reached thanks to the Feshbach resonances is the pro-
duction of ultracold molecules made of both bosons (85Rb [14], 133Cs [15, 16]) and
fermions (40K [17], 6Li [18, 19, 20]).
It is important to notice that the molecules produced are bosons so it is possible to
observe new phenomena related to a Bose-Einstein condensation of molecules made
of fermionic atoms.
Observing such condensates raised the interest in the study of the evolution from the
BEC regime to BCS regime (BEC-BCS crossover).
Let us consider two identical alkali atoms with an interaction Vbg(r) which is a func-
tion of the relative distance, for simplicity it can be approximated to a Van der Waals
potential. Taking into account the hyperfine structure, there is a coupling between
electronic angular momentum and nuclear spin in addition to a possibile interaction
of the total spin ~F of the atom with an external magnetic field.
Let us suppose that particles can be in two different channels, due to the splitting of
the energy levels. If the kinetical energy of the atoms is lower than the energy separa-
tion of the two channels, we can make a distinction between a lower open channel and
a closed forbidden one. A such condition can be obtained using ultracold alkali atoms.
Turning on a magnetic field B we can remove the energy level degeneracy, forming
sublevels quantized by Fz. Atoms can collide and doing a transition to the metastable
state, so it is possible to increase and decrease the probability of the transitions.
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Figure 1.1: Fano-Feshbach resonance mechanism. The black line represents the open channel
and the red line the closed one. With a magnetic field it is possible to allow a tunnelling
between the two channels.
Tuning the magnetic field is possible to change the interaction between particles. An
approximated relation is given by:
a = abg(1− ∆
B −B0 ) (1.1)
where abg is the background scattering length, ∆ is a constant and B0 is the value of
the external magnetic field at resonance.
Let us notice that the scattering length can be both negative and positive: in the
first case we have attraction while in the second we have repulsion.
It means that the Feschbach resonance allow us to vary the scattering length in a
continuous way, passing through an intermediate phase in which the a diverges.
This limit is called unitarity.
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Figure 1.2: Scattering length as a function of the magnetic field. The costant ∆ represent
the resonance length. The unitary limit is at the resonant value B0.
1.2.2 Experimental techniques
As stressed at the beginning of the chapter, the key issue in ultracold atoms physics is
to obtain the diluteness condition. This is important for two reasons: the interaction
between atoms is weak and it prevents liquefaction and solidification, furthermore
only two-body interaction contributes to the dynamics, so this is a great advantage
for the theoretical description. It is possible to prove that the degeneracy temperature
is proportional to n2/3 where n is the density of particles. Due to this, the cooling
must be of the order of nanokelvin.
Firstly, it is necessary to create conditions to make thermal insulation, so the gas is
introduced into a vacuum chamber and then trapped by using magnetic-optical traps
(MOT). Using an MOT we can generate a restoring force space-dependent headed
to an origin point. The experimental set-up used for the confinement consists of two
circular coils in anti-Helmoltz configuration and two counter-propagating lasers with
opposite polarization σ− and σ+.
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Figure 1.3: 3-D magnetic-optical trap. The beams are set in an orthogonal configuration to
provide the confinement
The coils generate a linear magnetic field along the confinement axes, it is null at the
origin and it increases moving away from it. By exploiting the hyperfine structures of
the atoms and the Zeeman coupling between the magnetic field and the total spin of
the atom we can generate a force headed to origin due to the pressure of the magnetic
beams with positive and negative polarization.
Once the gas is confined by magnetic-optical trap it is possible to decrease the tem-
perature using laser cooling.
Let us consider an electromagnetic wave which interacts with an atom with a fre-
quency slightly lower than a specific frequency of an atomic transition from the ground
state to an excited state. Due to this slight detuning and the Doppler effect caused
by the kinetic energy of the particles, a fraction of the atoms decelerates and the
transition takes place.
After that, the excited atom spontaneously emits in an isotropically configuration:
the overall effect is a decreasing of average velocity caused by the laser beams.
So, once the gas is confined with an MOT it is sufficient to use a set of three orthogonal
counter-propagating laser beams with a slight detuning at resonance to cool the atoms
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to a certain limit temperature due to the Heisemberg principle, of about a hundred
of µK.
To go beyond this limit we need to use forced evaporation. It consists of removing the
most energetic particles of the gas and, after this, in rethermalization of the remaining
atoms.
Inside the trap the atoms follow a certain distribution of energies: using particular
electromagnetic beams at radiofrequency we can stimulate the outflow of the most
energetic particles from the trap.
The overall effect is a decreasing of the total energy of the system, with a consequent
nanoscale cooling.
Once we have done that, the system must relax to equilibrium configuration. It can
be done through the particle collisions. For fermionic gases this is a problem, in fact
because of the Pauli exclusion principle the s-wave scattering process is fully inhibited
and it cannot thermalize. For this reason, treating the fermions with sympathetic
cooling we can solve the problem: inside the fermion gas we insert a boson gas which
acts as coolant.
15
Figure 1.4: Gradual process of cooling at nanoscale temperature for atomic quantum gases.
Laser cooling technique can bring the system to temperatures of µK. After evaporation the
system can be cooled at the desired nanoscale level.
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1.3 Rabi coupling
The phase coherence on macroscopic scales is a quantum-mechanical property of a
weakly interacting Bose-Einstein condensate and it is a spectacular phenomenon oc-
curring in superfluids and superconductors. It is obviously impossible to measure the
phase of a condensate, but if we take into account more BECs we can evaluate the
relative phases. The most important example is the dynamical evolution of two cou-
pled macroscopic quantum systems in the Josephson-junction experiment, in which a
superconducting current of Cooper pairs exhibits coherent oscillations. The Joseph-
son effect has been predicted in the sixties [21], and has been verified experimentally
in 1982 [22]. An analogous example on a BEC of dilute atomic gases can be found in
[23]. Preparing two initially isolated condensates in a double-well potential, made it
dividing a harmonic magnetic trap in two halves using a laser beam and then lower-
ing the central barrier, we can form a coupling between the two different BECs. One
can then observe the time rate of change of the relative population caused by the
tunneling, which is the analogous quantity to the current of Cooper pairs in the usual
Josephson experiments. However, many experimental difficulties are associated with
the stability and the spatial dimensions of the laser beam make this task difficult.
A more successful technique to observe Josephson oscillations is to consider two differ-
ent internal hyperfine states: in this case the current is between different spin states.
The Josephson effect was put on its theoretical foothold by Leggett in 1999 who defines
it as the dynamics of N bosons restricted to occupy the same two-dimensional single
particle Hilbert space. Leggett introduced three regimes where they differ from one
to another in different relationships between tunnelling (linear coupling between con-
densates) and interaction (self-particle quartic terms): non-interacting Rabi regime,
weakly interacting Josephson regime and strongly interacting Fock regime. A Rabi
term can be induced by microwave or radio-frequency techniques, or by two-photon
Raman transitions induced by two opportunely detuned laser beams [24, 25]. In the
second quantization framework, it is related to the destruction of a component fol-
lowed by the creation of another. The introduction of this sort of oscillation enriches
the physics of quantum gas binary mixtures both experimentally and theoretically.
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Chapter 2
Two component Rabi-coupled Bose
gas
In this section we adopt a functional integration framework to deeply investigate the
properties of a two component Rabi-coupled Bose gas.
In the first place we introduce an Euclidian action S[Ψ, Ψ¯] of the bosonic fields in
order to write the partition function Z of the system summing up over the two di-
mensional complex field associated to the mixture of bosons.
Firstly, in absence of any interactions, but with the Rabi-coupling, we derive the crit-
ical temperature for the superfluid. The knowledge of the partition function (total or
partial in specific degrees of approximation) allow us to calculate the grand potential
in function of the temperature, chemical potential and volume. The thermodynamic
properties of our gas are so obtained taking derivatives of the potential.
In particular we are interested in the equation of state of the system. We start from
a mean field point of view for the bosonic fields, this time with non-zero interaction
intra- and inter-species; then we include the quantum fluctuations using a Bogoli-
ubov transform through a gaussian integration of the excitation field over the ground
state. In this framework, we reproduce the energy spectrum as poles of the Bogoli-
ubov propagator already found by Abad M. and Recati A. in 2003 [31] and we derive
the grand potential as a sum of a mean field contribution and a gaussian fluctuations
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contribution, highlighting how the quantum excitations affect the equation of state.
From here on out we adopt the following convention: kB = 1, ~ = 1, m = 1.
2.1 Non-interacting theory
Firstly, we consider the case of a coherent system made of two component bosons
with Rabi interaction between the two hyperfine states of the quantum gas, with no
other interactions. Each component acts like an independent free Bose gas except for
the presence of the the Rabi oscillations: a state can turn into another, the overall
result is that the system has the same behaviour of a mixture of two component free
gas, one with µa = µ+ ωR and the second µb = µ− ωR.
The euclidean action reads:
S0[Ψ, Ψ¯] =
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
d3x Ψ∗a[∂τ−
1
2
∇2−µ]Ψa+Ψ∗b [∂τ−
1
2
∇2−µ]Ψb+Ψ∗bωRΨa+Ψ∗aωRΨb.
(2.1)
In the absence of interactions the last formula can be written as a quadratic form.
The exact partition function is then:
Z =
∫
D[Ψ, Ψ¯]e−Ψ¯GˆωRΨ (2.2)
where Ψ =
(
Ψa
Ψb
)
and
G−1ωR(k) =
[
−iωn − ε(~k) −ωR
−ωR −iωn + ε(~k)
]
(2.3)
with ε(~k) = k2
2
− µ.
The partition function can be calculated using gaussian integrals. The calculations
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for the grand potential is straightforward:
ΩωR = −
1
β
log(Z) =
1
β
∑
~k,iωn
log(λ1λ2) = Ω0(µ+ ωR) + Ω0(µ− ωR) (2.4)
where Ω0 is the non-interacting single component grand potential and λ1 and λ2 are
the eigenvalues of the inverse of the propagator.
λ1 = −iωn + k
2
2
− (µ+ ωR)
λ2 = −iωn + k
2
2
− (µ− ωR).
(2.5)
2.1.1 Critical temperature
In the special case of the non-interacting gas we are able to give the exact expression
for the grand potential in presence of Rabi-coupling.
From this result it is possible to derive the thermodynamic relations for the gas. In
this section we are interested in the critical temperature.
Our intention is to take the density of particles and to search for the conditions
under which we have a macroscopic occupation of the ground state in this particular
quantum system [32-33].
Taking the derivative of the thermodynamic potential
N = −∂ΩωR
∂µ
=
∑
~k
1
eβ(
k2
2
−(µ+ωR)) − 1
+
1
eβ(
k2
2
−(µ−ωR)) − 1
. (2.6)
In 3-D, in the continuous limit
∑
~k → L3
∫
d3k/(2pi)3:
n = (
T
2pi
)
3
2 [f(eβ(µ+ωR)) + f(eβ(µ−ωR))] (2.7)
where the function f(z) is defined as:
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f(z) =
∞∑
n=1
zn
n
3
2
. (2.8)
The convergence radius of the series is |z| < 1.
This condition limits the domain of the chemical potential:
µ− ωR < 0
µ+ ωR < 0.
(2.9)
Since the Rabi parameter is positive we have an upper limit for the chemical potential:
µ < −ωR.
Therefore, we expect that, fixing the number of particle n, the critical temperature
is given inverting the following formula:
n = (
Tc,ωR
2pi
)
3
2 [ζ(3/2) + f(e
−2ωR
Tc,ωR )]. (2.10)
From the last result we can deduce how the critical temperature for a system Rabi-
coupled (Tc,ωR) is always lower than the free theory case (Tc).
In fact, after simple calculations:
Tc,ωR
Tc
= [
1
1 + f(e
−2ωR
Tc,ωR )
]
2
3 (2.11)
and the function f is always positive since
0 < f(e
−2ωR
Tc,ωR ) < ζ(
3
2
). (2.12)
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Figure 2.1: Plot of the rescaled version of equation (2.10). Black solid line represents the
Rabi-less case while in the red-dashed line we set the Rabi coupling to a2ωR/2pi = 0.1. At
fixed number density the presence of the Rabi decreases the critical temperature.
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2.2 Interacting two component Rabi-coupled Bose
gas
2.2.1 Mean field approximation
We start from a Path Integral approach.
The action of the theory is:
S[Ψ, Ψ¯] =
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
d3dx Ψ∗a[∂τ −
1
2
∇2 − µ]Ψa + Ψ∗b [∂τ −
1
2
∇2 − µ]Ψb
+
1
2
ga |Ψa|4 + 1
2
gb |Ψb|4 + gab |Ψa|2 |Ψb|2 + Ψ∗bωRΨa + Ψ∗aωRΨb.
(2.13)
The partition function is defined as:
Z =
∫
D[Ψ,Ψ∗]e−S[Ψ,Ψ
∗]. (2.14)
The presence of the Rabi coupling in the Euclidean action in equation (2.13) im-
plies that only the total number of atoms is conserved, so we use a unique chemical
potential.
The central point of the mean field approximation is to assume a stationary and
homogeneus configuration for the bosonic fields:
Ψa(~x, τ) = νa
Ψb(~x, τ) = νb,
(2.15)
Inserting (2.15) in (2.13) we find the mean field grand potential
Ω0
L3
= −µν2a +
1
2
g4a − µν2b +
1
2
g4b + gabν
2
aν
2
b − 2ωRνaνb, (2.16)
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We notice that the order parameters νa and νb must satisfy the minimum criteria:
µνa = (gaν
2
a + gabν
2
b )νa − ωRνb
µνb = (gbν
2
a + gabν
2
a)νb − ωRνa.
(2.17)
For simplicity from now on we consider the case g = ga = gb. As we will explain later,
this condition is straightforward achievable experimentally.
Rewriting equation (2.17) we get that the equilibrium configuration must satisfy
[g − gab + ωR
νaνb
](ν2a − ν2b ) = 0. (2.18)
At this point there are two possibilities for the ground state,
naming ∆ = ν2a − ν2b :
Symmetric ∆ = 0
Polarized ∆ = ±n
√
1− ( 2ωR
n(g − gab))
2 (2.19)
where n = ν2a + ν2b .
For the purpose of having a complete description of the mean field gas it is necessary
to impose the stability of the ground state taking the Hessian matrix of the grand
potential and imposing it to be positive.
After calculating the eigenvalues of the matrix ∂
2Ω0
∂νb∂νa
we get the following stability
conditions [31, 38-40]:
g + gab > 0 (2.20)
g − gab + 2ωR
n
> 0. (2.21)
Before getting to the bottom of the issue of the ground state stability, we need to
point out that the intra-species interaction must be repulsive and the inter-species
interaction must be attractive. In fact, considering the opposite case, it is clear that
the gas evolves in a phase separation configuration, of course of very little interest.
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Before we go any further, we must consider the relation between n and the chemical
potential µ.
From (2.17) we get:
Symmetric n = 2
µ+ ωR
g + gab
Polarized n =
µ
g
.
(2.22)
Using (2.20) and (2.21) we find the following phase diagram:
Figure 2.2: Phase diagram for the mean-field configuration. In the symmetric ground state
the two components appear with the same particle density, whereas in the polarized phase
densities are unequal. For g12g <-1 the symmetric solution is unstable in the thermodynamic
limit. The grey region represents the trivial solution n = 0.
In the symmetric ground state case the mean field grand potential reads as:
Ω0
L3
= −(µ+ ωR)
2
(g + gab)
. (2.23)
It is immediate to get the energy density of the system from equations (2.22) and
(2.23) in the mean field approximation, since ξ0 = E0L3 =
Ω0
L3
+ nµ where n = −Ω0
∂µ
.
In dimensionless units we finally obtain:
E
EB/a3
= pi(1 + η)n¯2 − ω¯Rn¯ (2.24)
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where n¯ = na3 is the diluteness parameter, η = g
gab
, EB = 1a2 is the energy unit and
ω¯R =
ωR
EB
.
At this point it is necessary to make a few remarks on the stability of the system in
the mean field configuration.
As we can see from equation (2.24) the energy present a minimun only if η > −1,
according with equation (2.20). Anyway we have another stability condition given
by equation (2.21), rewriting it as η < 1 + 2ωR
n
we conclude that for η > 1 we have
instability at the thermodynamic limit.
We calculated the equation of state in the mean field approximation, in the next
section we consider important contributions that can be added to the formula. These
kind of contributions are related to quantum and thermal fluctuations, so we need to
go beyond the mean field. The following discussion is based on the symmetric ground
state condition.
2.2.2 Quantum fluctuations
Let us consider the action of the Rabi-coupled Bose mixture in equation (2.13)
S[Ψ, Ψ¯] =
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
d3x Ψ∗a[∂τ −
1
2
∇2 − µ]Ψa + Ψ∗b [∂τ −
1
2
∇2 − µ]Ψb
+
1
2
ga |Ψa|4 + 1
2
gb |Ψb|4 + gab |Ψa|2 |Ψb|2 + Ψ∗bωRΨa + Ψ∗aωRΨb.
In the previous section we used the static and homogeneous field ansazt to calculate
the partition function at the mean field level of approximation. The idea is to go
further including the dynamics of collective excitation through the so-called Bogoli-
ubov transformation. Our purpose is to shift the parameters, which represent the
mean field static and homogeneus solution, with a small perturbation space and time
dependent. Taking into account in the action (2.13) only the quadratic terms in the
Bogoliubov new fields, neglecting higher order terms we can calculate the partition
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function performing gaussian integration.
Ψa = νa + ηa(τ, ~x)
Ψb = νb + ηb(τ, ~x).
(2.25)
So, inserting (2.25) in equation (2.13), calling η = (ηa, ηb)T [34-36] we use the saddle
point condition given by (2.17). We therefore consider a symmetric ground state
condition ν = νa = νb.
Finally we perform the Fourier transform to get the quadratic form:
S(2)[η, η¯] =
1
2
∑
iωn,~k
η¯(iωn, ~k)M(iωn, ~k)η(iωn, ~k). (2.26)
The matrix M represents the inverse of the fluctuations propagator:
M(iωn, ~k) =

M11 M12 M13 M14
M12 M22 M14 M13
M13 M14 M11 M12
M14 M13 M12 M22
 (2.27)
where
M11(k) =
1
βL3
(iωn − ~k2 + µ− gν2 − g12
2
ν2)
M22(k) =
1
βL3
(−iωn − ~k2 + µ− gν2 − g12
2
ν2)
M12(k) = − 1
βL3
gν√
2
M13(k) =
1
βL3
(ωR − g12ν
2
2
)
M14(k) = − 1
βL3
g12ν
2
2
(2.28)
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Diagonalizing M14(0, ~k) we obtain the spectrum of elemetary excitations:
E1(~k) =
√
~k2
2
(
~k2
2
+ 2(µ+ ωR))
E2(~k) =
√
~k2
2
(
~k2
2
+ A(µ, ωR)) +B(µ, ωR)
(2.29)
where
A(µ, ωR) = (µ+ ωR)(
1− η
1 + η
) + 2ωR (2.30)
and
B(µ, ωR) = 4ωR((µ+ ωR)(
1− η
1 + η
) + ωR). (2.31)
We remind that η = g
gab
.
At this point we are able to write the grand potential as a sum of a mean field term
plus a gaussian contribution [36-41]:
Ω = Ω0 +
1
2β
∑
iωn,~k
log detM(iωn, ~k). (2.32)
We are not interested in thermal fluctuations, so we take the zero temperature ap-
proximation.
The grand potential is then the sum of a mean field term Ω0 and a zero point energy
term Ωg:
Ωg(µ) =
1
2
∑
~k
[E1(~k, µ) + E2(~k, µ)]. (2.33)
The chemical potential must be fixed using the ground state symmetric saddle point
condition n = 2µ+ωR
g+gab
, so
E1(~k) =
√
~2~k2
2m
(
~k2
2m
+ (g + gab)n)
E2(~k) =
√
~2~k2
2m
(
~k2
2m
+ (g − gab)n+ 4ωR) + 2ωR(g − g12)n+ 2ωR.
(2.34)
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In the continuum limit
∑
~k → L3
∫
d3k/(2pi)3 the quantum fluctuations reads:
Ω0g =
1
4pi2
∫ ∞
0
dqE1(q) +
1
4pi2
∫ ∞
0
dqE2(q). (2.35)
The first ungapped term is similar to the interacting Rabi-less case discussed in ref-
erence [42], after regularization [44] we get:
1
4pi2
∫ ∞
0
dqE1(q) =
8
15pi2
(µ+ ~ωR)
5
2 . (2.36)
The second term related to E2(q) present a gap at q = 0.
The integration is not straightforward and we need to perform a numerical calculation
after substracting the proper counterterms, after a change of variables we recognize
by series develop of the integrand the divergent terms e we compute the quantity:
I = 1
2
∫∞
0
dqE2(q)
I =
A
5
2
2
3
2pi2
∫ ∞
0
dx
√
x

√
x(x+ 2) +
B
A2
− (x+ 1 +
B
A2
− 1
2x
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
counterterms
 . (2.37)
where A and B are defined in (2.30) and (2.31).
It easy to prove that B
A2
<1 and since the result must be real for stability, B
A2
>0 and
this result gives a lower limit for the chemical potential:
µ > 2ωRη (2.38)
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2.2.3 Small Rabi approximation
We now consider the case of a little Rabi coupling constant [45]. The procedure is to
take until first order the Taylor expansion of the (2.37) centered in ωR = 0.
Doing that we have
I =
√
η5µ5√
8pi2
∫ ∞
0
dx
√
x
√
x(x+ 2)+
+
√
η5µ5√
32ηµpi2
ωR
∫ ∞
0
dx
4 + 10(η + 2)x+ 5(η + 2)x2√
x+ 2
(2.39)
so, rearranging the formula
I =
8
15pi2
(ηµ)
5
2 +
√
η5µ5√
2ηµpi2
ωR
∫ ∞
0
dx√
x+ 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
+
+
5
√
η5µ5
2ηµpi2
(η + 2)ωR
∫ ∞
0
dx
x√
x+ 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
+
5
√
η5µ5
4ηµpi2
(η + 2)ωR
∫ ∞
0
dx
x2√
x+ 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
C
and finally, after regularizing (A), (B), (C) using dimensionless units we finally obtain
the energy density of the system:
E
EB/a3
= pi(1+η)n¯2−ω¯Rn¯+ 8
15pi2
[2pin¯(1+η)]
5
2 +
8
15pi2
[2pin¯(1−η)] 52 + 14
3pi2
ω¯R[2pin¯(1+η)]
3
2
(2.40)
where n¯ = na3, EB = 1/a2, µ¯ = µa2 and ω¯R = ωRa2.
This approximation is in perfect agreement with the numerical results for small ωR.
We obtained the so-called Lee-Huang-Yang terms for the equation of state. Notice
that the Larsen equation of state appears with ωR = 0 [46].
This formula is not just a further grade of approximation for the mean field result,
in fact the presence of the fluctuations gives stability of our system in regions of the
phase diagram forbidden in the M-F configuration. We have seen before that ε > −1.
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For ε < −1 we can notice that the term proportional to [2pin¯(1 + η)] 52 becomes
immaginary. This fact cause dissipation, and no instabilities affect the quantum
system. In this region it can be neglected, and minimizing the equation (2.40) we
find a local minimum of the theory.
n¯− =
5
√
pi|1 + η|
32
√
2(1 + |η|) 52 (1−
1792ω¯R
15pi2
(1 + |η|)4
(1 + η)2
)2. (2.41)
We notice that the last formula provides an upper limit for the Rabi frequency, for
larger ωR we have instability.
Figure 2.3: Grand potential as a function of the chemical potential. Black solid line repre-
sents the mean-field approximation. In the red-dashed line the beyond-mean-field corrections
are included.
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2.3 Droplet phase
In this section we characterize the droplet phase. As seen in the previous section
the existence of quantum fluctuations can prevent the collapse of the Bose mixture.
The idea is to define a complex field φ(~x, t), such that n(~x, t) = |φ(~x, t)|2, for a finite
number of particles N. It must satisfy the normalization condition N =
∫
d3x n(~x, t).
The dynamics of φ(~x, t) is driven by the following real-time effective action:
Seff =
∫
dt d3x [iφ¯∗∂tφ¯− |∇φ¯|
2
2
− Eeff (|φ¯|2)]. (2.42)
where
Eeff (|φ¯|2) = −n¯2pi|1 + η||φ¯|4 + 256
√
pi
15
n¯5/2|φ¯|5 + 112ωR
3
√
pi
n¯3/2|φ¯|3. (2.43)
As done for equation (2.40) we rescaled all the quantities in order to have dimension-
less parameters. In detail, n¯ = na3, |φ| = √n|φ¯|, µ¯ = µa2 and ω¯R = ωRa2. We can
proceed with a variational approach, making a gaussian ansatz:
φ¯(~r) =
√
N¯
(piσ¯2)3/4
e−r
2/2σ¯2 . (2.44)
Inserting equation (2.44) in (2.43), the energy density becomes function of the droplet
size σ. After minimazing the energy varying the size parameter, we can plot the
density profile of the droplet.
Starting from the effective action in equation (2.43), it is possible to search for a
stationary solution solving numerically the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE) varying
the number of particles. Such solution corresponds to a self-bound spherical droplet
whose radial width increases by increasing the number of atoms.
i
∂φ¯
∂t
= [−∇
2
2
− µ¯− ω¯R − 2pin¯2|1 + η||φ¯|2 + 128
√
pi
3
n¯3/2|φ¯|5 + 56ω¯R√
pi
√
n¯|φ¯|] φ¯. (2.45)
In the last expression we used rescaled time and space coordinates: t → ta2 and
~r → ~r/a.
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Figure 2.4: Three dimensional density profile of the droplet.
Figure 2.5: Density profile of the droplet. Here we consider ωR = 2pi· 1kHz and η = 0.5.
Black solid: metastable (positive energy) droplet for N = 546. Red dot-dashed: N = 103,
Green dashed: N = 104, Blue dashed- double dotted: N = 105
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As we can see in fig. 2.5, for a very large number of atoms the plateau of the density
profile approaches the thermodynamic density given by equation (2.41). For low
number of particles a solution doesn’t exist.
To go further in the study of the dynamics of the droplet we adopt a new parametriza-
tion for the φ field:
φ¯(~r, t) =
√
N¯
(piσ¯21σ¯
2
2σ¯
2
3)
3/4
3∏
i=1
exp[−r2/2σ¯i + iβ¯ir2]. (2.46)
Doing so we obtain an energy functional which depends on the four parameters ~¯σ=~¯σ(t)
and β¯=β¯(t).
U¯(~¯σ) =
E
N
=
1
2
3∑
i=1
1
2σ2i
− |1 + η|N
2
√
2pi(σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3)
+ α
(1 + |η|)5/2N3/2
(σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3)3/2
+ γ
(1 + |η|)3/2ω¯RN1/2
(σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3)1/2
(2.47)
where α = 128
75
√
5pi7/4
and γ = 112
9
√
3pi5/4
.
In the static case, the critical point of the potential energy is for σ¯1 = σ¯2 = σ¯3 so even
in absence of external trap the ground state of the system has spherical symmetry
solution. For small number of particles we find a metastable region where U¯(~¯σ) has
a local minimum with positive energy, the global minimum corresponding to zero
energy for a dispersed gas with zero density.
Interestingly, tuning the Rabi coupling to large there is a density region for which we
can move from the stable phase into the unstable phase, as shown with the red-dashed
line for N = 1200 particles in Fig.2.6.
Rabi coupling works so as an additional tool to tune the stability properties of the
droplet.
In order to take into account the dynamics of excitations of the droplet above the
ground state we need to calculate the Euler-Lagrangian equations of the theory asso-
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Figure 2.6: Stability diagram of the droplet phase. We observe three phases: a stable
droplet-phase region (light green) of spherical self-bound droplets, a metastable droplet
phase (yellow) and an unstable phase (white).
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ciated with the effective potential in (2.47), [47].
β¯i =
˙¯σi
2σ¯i
¨¯σi = −∂U¯(σ¯1,σ¯2,σ¯3)∂σ¯i .
(2.48)
It is important to emphasise that once we solve the second equation in (2.48), we get
automatically the time evolution of the β¯i parameters.
The low-energy collective excitations of the self-bound droplet are investigated by
solving the eigenvalues problem for the Hessian matrix of the potential energy given
by (2.47).
U¯ij(~¯σ) =
∂2
∂σ¯i∂σ¯j
U¯(~¯σ) =

U11 U12 U13
U21 U22 U23
U31 U32 U33.
 (2.49)
After taking the derivatives one finds the following matrix elements.
The diagonal terms are
U¯(~¯σ)ii =
3
2σ¯4i
− |1 + η|N√
2pi(σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3)σ¯iσ¯j
+
9α
4
(1 + |η|)5/2N3/2
(σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3)3/2σ¯iσ¯j
+
1γ
4
(1 + |η|)3/2ω¯RN1/2
(σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3)1/2σ¯iσ¯j
(2.50)
while the off-diagonal terms read
U¯(~¯σ)i 6=j = − |1 + η|N
2
√
2pi(σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3)σ¯2i
+
15α
4
(1 + |η|)5/2N3/2
(σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3)3/2σ¯2i
+
3γ
4
(1 + |η|)3/2ω¯RN1/2
(σ¯1σ¯2σ¯3)1/2σ¯2i
. (2.51)
After this, it is easy to solve the eigenvalue problem. The lowest excitation frequencies
are so
ω21 = U¯11 + 2U¯12 (2.52)
ω22 = U¯11 − U¯12. (2.53)
The eigenvector of frequency ω1 is vM = (1, 1, 1): this excitation corresponds to
a monopole oscillation, the breathing mode, which represents an expansion of the
droplet over the three spatial dimensions.
To the frequency ω2 corresponds two linearly independent eigenvectors vQ = (vx, vy, 1),
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with sgn(vx) = −sgn(vy). This excitation corresponds instead to a quadrupole oscil-
lation.
In fig.(2.7) we plot the collective oscillation frequencies as a function of the number
of particles, both for the monopole frequency and the quadrupole oscillation. As we
expect, below N ≈ 977 the droplet doesn’t exist.
Figure 2.7: Frequency of collective modes as a function of the number of particles. Solid
line represents monopole oscillation. Dashed line represents quadrupole oscillation
In fig.(2.8) we plot instead the collective oscillation frequencies as a function of the
Rabi coupling, both for N = 2 · 103 and N = 105. For these two plots we considered
|1 + η| = 0.5 which corresponds to a critical Rabi frequency ωc/2pi = 31.8 kHz.
Figure 2.8: Frequency of collective modes as a function of the number of particles. Solid line
represents monopole oscillation. Dashed line represents quadrupole oscillation. Red line is
for N = 2 · 103 and blue line for N = 105 (blue).
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2.4 Experimental observation
A future candidate for the detection of the droplet in the presence of Rabi inter-
action is a gas of 39K. After populating the hyperfine states |F = 1,mF = 0〉 and
|F = 1,mF = −1〉, using a Feshbach resonance of B ≈ 54.5 G it is possible to tune
the two intra-component scattering lengths at the same value of ≈ 40 a0. The corre-
sponding inter-component scattering length is ≈ −60 a0 [48, 49]. For a Rabi coupling
of ωc/2pi = 1 kHz and a number of particles of N = 105 we expect a droplet of FWHM
≈ 1.45 µm.
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Chapter 3
Two component Rabi-coupled Fermi
gas
In this section we investigate the properties of a system of Rabi-coupled ultracold
fermionic atoms. As done in the previous chapter, we adopt functional integration
methods: starting from the standard action of BCS theory we add a Rabi coupling
term between the two fermionic fields and we work with a perturbative point of
view, starting from the simple mean-field approximation and going beyond including
quantum fluctuations. After calculating the single particle energy spectrum we get
the grand potential in the mean field approximation: taking derivatives of it the gap
equation and the number equation are obtained. The gap equation present a non-
trivial dependence to Rabi frequency and this fact leads to a considerably change of
the low temperature properties of the gas. The discussion of these new features are
done in the BCS-BEC crossover framework. At the end of the chapter we provide
the analytical corrections which must be included to the grand-potential to evaluate
correctly the crossover, especially for the deep BEC regime of the quantum gas.
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3.1 Functional integration and Hubbard-Stratonovich
transformation
According with the functional integration formalism, the grand canonical partition
function Z of interacting Rabi-coupled fermions at temperature T, contained in a
volume L3 can be written as:
Z =
∫
D[ΨΨ¯]e−
∫ β
0 dτ
∫
d3x S[ΨΨ¯] (3.1)
where the action reads
S[ΨΨ¯] =
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
d3x
∑
σ=↑,↓
Ψ¯σ(∂τ − ∇
2
2m
− µ)Ψσ + ωR(Ψ¯↑Ψ↓ + Ψ¯↓Ψ↑)− gΨ¯↓Ψ↑Ψ¯↑Ψ↓.
(3.2)
Ψσ(~x, τ) and Ψ¯σ(~x, τ) are anti-commuting Grassman field variables.
They replace, in the path integral approach, the fermionic field operators [32-33].
The fields Ψσ(~x, τ) and Ψ¯σ(~x, τ) satisfy antiperiodic boundary conditions in the imag-
inary time [49]:
Ψσ(~x, τ) = −Ψσ(~x, τ + β)
Ψ¯σ(~x, τ) = −Ψ¯σ(~x, τ + β)
(3.3)
We are interested in the grand potential, given by the following formula:
Ω = − 1
β
log(Z). (3.4)
This quantity contains all the thermodynamic information of our quantum gas, so
the calculation of the partition function is the main issue.
An important idea is to introduce an auxiliary complex field ∆(~x, τ), the so-called
pairing field.
The partition function can be rewritten adding a functional integration over the
complex field and doing so an effective but still exact action appears, equivalent to
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(2).
Z =
∫
D[ΨΨ¯ ∆∆¯] exp[−
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
d3x
|∆(x)|2
g
− 1
2
Ψ¯(x)G−1Ψ(x) ] (3.5)
where
Ψ =

Ψ↑
Ψ¯↓
Ψ↓
Ψ¯↑

is the extended Nambu-Gor’kov spinor.
G−1 =

−∂τ + ∇22m + µ ∆ −ωR 0
∆¯ −∂τ − ∇22m − µ 0 ωR
−ωR 0 ∂τ + ∇22m + µ −∆
0 ωR −∆¯ −∂τ − ∇22m − µ
 (3.6)
The interaction beetween fermions is mediated by ∆, the price to pay for having
quadratic terms in the fermionic fields is the inclusion of the auxiliary pairing [33].
The simplest approximation is to impose on the bosonic field to be a costant (standard
mean-field approach).
Doing this we can get the mean field BCS equations, as shown in the following chapter.
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3.2 Mean field approximation
The simplest approximation scheme consists in completely ignoring the fluctuations,
imposing the pairing field to be constant ∆(~x, τ) = ∆0. With this choice, the action is
greatly simplified: the field ∆ loses the dynamics and it is replaced by its saddle-point
value ∆0.
It is well known that the function G(k, iω) (the Fourier transform of the inverse of the
operator in equation (3.6)) is a meromorphic function of iω with simple poles at the
exact excitation energies of the interacting and Rabi-coupled system, corresponding
to a momentum ~k [49].
After a Wick rotation, in order to have real frequencies, the energy spectrum is so
ω±(~k) =
√
ε(~k)2 + ∆20 ± ωR (3.7)
where ε(~k) = ~k2
2m
− µ.
Figure 3.1: Bogoliubov quasi-particles excitations. ω− is represented by black solid line, ω+
by red-dashed line. Here we use ∆0/εF = 0.5, ωR/εF = 0.3.
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The gap equation is then found evaluating the trace over both Nambu space and
momentum space
1
g
∆¯ =
1
2
Tr(G

0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0
) = 12tr(G2,1 −G4,3) (3.8)
where
G12(k) = −G34 = −∆0 (iωn)
2 − ε(~k)2 −∆20 + ω2R
((iω)2 − ω2−)((iω)2 − ω2+)
. (3.9)
Using (3.8) and (3.9) we get
1
g
= − 1
βΩ
∑
~k,iω
(iω)2 − E(~k)2 + ω2R
((iω)2 − ω2−)((iω)2 − ω2+)
(3.10)
with E(~k) =
√
ε(~k)2 + ∆20.
Adding and substracting ω~ωR we obtain:
1
g
= − 1
2βΩ
∑
~k,iω
(
1
(iω − ωR)2 − E(~k)2
+
1
(iω + ωR)2 − E(~k)2
). (3.11)
Summing over the Matsubara frequencies we finally obtain the gap equation
1
g
=
1
4Ω
∑
~k
tanh[β
2
(E(~k) + ωR)]
E(~k)
+
tanh[β
2
(E(~k)− ωR)]
E(~k)
. (3.12)
As expected, the standard BCS results are reproduced setting ωR = 0.
At this point, in order to get the grand potential in the mean field approximation,
from (3.5) we evaluate the trace both in the momentum and Nambu space.
After performing the summation over the fermionic Matsubara frequencies and after
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taking Ω = − 1
β
log(Z) we obtain the grand-potential
Ω = V
∆20
g
− 1
2β
∑
~k
4∑
i=1
log(1 + e−βωi(
~k)) (3.13)
where ω1(~k) =
√
ε(~k)2 + ∆20 − ωR, ω2(~k) =
√
ε(~k)2 + ∆20 − ωR, ω3(~k) = −ω1(~k) and
ω4(~k) = −ω2(~k).
Once we have the grand potential it is possible to derive all the thermodynamical
properties of the system, including the gap equation (3.13), which is obtained mini-
mizing
∂Ω
∂∆0
= 0. (3.14)
3.3 BCS theory with Rabi
3.3.1 Critical temperature
Following the BCS theory common procedure, in order to calculate Tc we set the
order parameter to 0. The density of state is imposed to be constant in a thin shell
of energy (in the standard BCS theory, with electrons in a solid, it is of the order of
the Debye frequency) around the Fermi energy level.
Therefore, we can integrate the (3.12) after a change of variable
1
g
=
ρF
2
∫ ωC
0
dε
ε
[tanh(
ε− ωR
2Tc
) + tanh(
ε+ ωR
2Tc
)] (3.15)
where ωC is the cutoff frequency and ρF = kFpi2 is the density of state at the Fermi
surface.
It is necessary to introduce a cutoff: equation (3.14) present a divergence if we per-
form integration over all the momenta.
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After the derivation of critical temperature we show the usual method to avoid this
problem in the context of ultracold atoms.
According with the theory of scattering, redefining the scattering length we can intro-
duce a counter-term that regularizes the integral [35]. So, at the end of the chapter
we enlight the map between the cutoff frequency and physical parameters such as
Fermi energy.
Naming ω˜C = ωC2Tc and ω˜R =
ωR
2Tc
, after appropriate changes of variables
1
gρF
=
1
2
∫ ω˜C−ω˜R
0
dx
tanh(x− ω˜R)
x+ ω˜R
+
1
2
∫ ω˜C+ω˜R
0
dx
tanh(x+ ω˜R)
x− ω˜R .
In the limit ωC−ωR
2Tc
>> 1
1
gρF
≈1
2
[tanh(x)log(|x+ ω˜R|)]ω˜C−ω˜R0 +
1
2
[tanh(x)log(|x− ω˜R|)]ω˜C+ω˜R0
−
∫ ∞
0
dx
log(|x2 − ω˜R2|)
2cosh2(x)
.
The critical temperature of the BCS theory in the presence of Rabi interaction can
be found inverting the following identity:
1
gρF
= log[
ωC
2TcF(
ωR
2Tc
)
] (3.16)
where we defined
F(
ωR
2Tc
) := exp(
∫ ∞
0
dx
log(|x2 − ω˜2R|)
2cosh2(x)
). (3.17)
In the case of ωR = 0 it is straightforward to prove that F(0) = pi4eγE , where γE ≈ 0.577
is the well known Euler constant.
In this case we have the standard Rabi-less critical temperature:
Tc =
2eγEωC
pi
e
− 1
gρF . (3.18)
In ultracold quantum gas systems we can obtain BCS superconductivity tuning the
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Figure 3.2: Critical temperature as a function of the strength of the interaction. Red-
dashed line: ωR = 0 case. Black solid line: ωR/ωC = 0.3. Turning on the Rabi coupling
we can notice that below a certain value of the coupling g the presence of Rabi inhibits the
superconductivity.
scattering length to small negative values using Feshbach resonance. In such case
we don’t have a cutoff energy like the Debye frequency in classical supercondictivity
theory on solids.
As mentioned above, according to the theory of the scattering, we can renormalize
the costant g in this way:
1
g
=
1
gr
+
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
1
k2
. (3.19)
In order to get the mapping between the cutoff frequency and Fermi energy we con-
sider equation (3.13), after setting ωR = 0 and using the renormalization of the
constant we solve the Rabi-less gap equation
1
gr
=
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
[
tanh[β
2
(ε(~k)− µ)]
2(ε(~k)− µ) −
1
2ε(~k)
]. (3.20)
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For a weakly-interacting Fermi gas near-zero temperature, the chemical potential is
well approximated by the Fermi energy µ = εF .
Naming x = ε
µ
and y = βµ
2
we get
1
gr
=
kF
2pi2
∫ ∞
0
dx
√
x[
tanh[y(x− 1)]
2(x− 1) −
1
2x
]. (3.21)
In order to perform analytical calculations we split the formula using
√
x
x− 1 =
1√
x+ 1
+
1
x− 1
After rearranging the equation (3.20) and using βµ >> 1 we get
1
gr
=
kF
2pi2
(−2 + log(4) + γE + log(2βcεF
pi
)). (3.22)
The critical temperature is then
Tc =
8eγE−2εF
pi
e
− 1
gρF . (3.23)
Comparing equation (3.22) with equation (3.17) we can make a map between the
cutoff frequency and the Fermi energy
ωC = 4e
−2εF . (3.24)
We see that the low temperature assumption is justified in the case of weakly inter-
actions g → 0, because then the critical temperature becomes exponentially small.
In the weakly-interacting limit we can also ignore self-energy effects, such that the
zero-temperature ideal gas result µ = εF is justified to a very good approximation
[36].
Temporarily, we don’t discuss the physical meaning of the last results. In section 3.4
we deeply investigate the interpretation of gap equation of Rabi-coupled systems with
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a more rigorous analysis, discussing the BCS-BEC crossover of ultracold atoms.
3.3.2 Number equation
The gap equation in (3.12) encodes all the information of the superconductivity in
the approximation of a static and homogeneous system. To solve it anyway we must
specify the chemical potential: it can be fixed inverting the so-called number equation.
We start from the grand potential obtained in section 3.2,
Ω = V
∆20
g
− 1
2β
∑
~k
4∑
i=1
log(1 + e−βωi(
~k))
Using the well known thermodynamic relation for the number of particles
N = −∂Ω
∂µ
= −
∑
~k
[−1 + 1
2
4∑
i=1
∂ωi
∂µ
e−βωi
1 + e−βωi
]
and since ω3 = −ω1 e ω4 = −ω2
=
∑
~k
[1 +
1
2
2∑
i=±
∂ωi
∂µ
(
e+βωi
1 + eβωi
− e
−βωi
1 + e−βωi
)]
=
∑
~k
1 +
1
2
2∑
i=±
∂ωi
∂µ
tanh(
β
2
ωi)
∂ω±
∂µ
= − ε(
~k)
E(~k)
.
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Finally we obtain the number equation
N =
∑
~k
1− ε(~k)tanh(
β
2
(E(~k) + ωR))
2E(~k)
− ε(~k)tanh(
β
2
(E(~k)− ωR))
2E(~k)
(3.25)
3.3.3 Number equation at low critical temperature
We start from the number equation in (3.24) and we fix ∆0 = 0:
N =
∑
~k
1− 1
2
tanh(
β
2
(
~k2
2
− µ+ ωR))− 1
2
tanh(
β
2
(
~k2
2
− µ− ωR)).
We define µ+ = µ+ ωR e µ− = µ− ωR, and after a change of variable we get
n =
1√
2pi2
∫
dε
√
ε[1− 1
2
tanh(
β
2
(ε− µ−))− 1
2
tanh(
β
2
(ε− µ−))].
At this point we notice that in the Rabi-less case the chemical potential must be
positive, while for ωR > 0 this is not true.
Therefore we compute the contributions separately.
For µ > ωR taking the limit β >> 1
n =
1√
2pi2
(2
∫
dε
√
εΘ(µ− − ε) +
∫
dε
√
εΘ(ε− µ−)Θ(µ+ − ε))
so
n =
√
2
3pi2
[(µ− ωR)3/2 + (µ+ ωR)3/2] (3.26)
For −ωR < µ < ωR, taking the limit
n =
1√
2pi2
∫
dε
√
εΘ(µ+ − ε)
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Figure 3.3: Numerical solution of the number equation in (3.24) at fixed density of particle
3pi2n/23/2 = 1. Red solid line: non-zero temperature case with T/TF = 0.4. Purple-dashed
line T/TF = 0 case.
n =
√
2
3pi2
(µ+ ωR)
3/2 (3.27)
The case µ < −ωR gives no contributions to the number equation.
Mixing it all together
n =
√
2
3pi2
[(µ− ωR)3/2Θ(µ− ωR) + (µ+ ωR)3/2]. (3.28)
When we set ωR = 0 we recover the well-known relation µ = 12(3pin)
2/3 [49].
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3.4 BCS-BEC crossover
BCS theory involves the condensation of Cooper pairs, which are extended bosonic
objects with typical dimensions being determined by the coherence length ε0.
Tuning the strength of the effective interaction beetween electrons, making it stronger,
the Cooper pairs shrink and they end up forming tightly bound bosonic molecules.
Figure 3.4: BCS-BEC crossover. With Feschbach resonance technique it is possible to tune
the interaction between fermions. Starting from the weakly bound BCS Cooper pairs we
reach the strongly bound BEC regime, passing through the unitary limit.
The crossover can be obtained changing the s-wave scattering length beetween atoms
using the Fano-Feschbach technique: as explained in Section 1.2.1, changing the in-
tensity of an external magnetic field it is possible to show that the strength of the
coupling beetween atoms changes. The scattering length can be choose very large or
very small and it can also change sign.
In 2004 the BCS-BEC crossover has been observed in ultracold quantum gases made
of two fermionic component 40K or 6Li alkali atoms. It has been proved that Fesh-
bach molecules created by fermions are much more stable than the bosons, with time
scales consistent with the Bose-Einstein condensation [52], [53].
The aim of this section is to report the main results of the BCS-BEC crossover
theory using the path integral formalism. Firstly we present the classical theory
of the crossover, then we provide the extension of the theory in the presence of
a Rabi coupling. We start from a mean-field approximation (with the aid of the
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results already obtained in section 3.2 ) and then we go beyond it including bosonic
excitations in our calculations, both for the standard crossover and for Rabi-coupled
extension. We report the numerical solutions obtained for the mean-field gap equation
and we provide the physical interpretation of the results. At the end of the section
we present the calculations necessary to include the quantum fluctuations, underling
the physical differences between the two degrees of approximation.
3.4.1 Mean field theory of the standard BCS-BEC crossover
Starting from the action
S[ΨΨ¯] =
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
d3x
∑
σ=↑,↓
Ψ¯σ(∂τ − ∇
2
2m
− µ)Ψσ − gΨ¯↓Ψ↑Ψ¯↑Ψ↓ (3.29)
using an Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation in the Cooper-pairs channel and after
summing over the fermionic field we get:
S∆ =
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
d3x
|∆(x)|2
g
− Tr[log(G−1)]. (3.30)
Firstly, setting the pairing ∆ = ∆0 it is straightforward to evaluate the trace in the
momentum space. After summing over the Matsubara frequencies ωn = (2n+1)piβ we
can obtain the mean-field grand potential:
Ω0 = − 1
β
log(Z0) = −∆
2
0
g
L3 +
∑
~k
(
~k2
2m
− µ− Esp(~k)− 2
β
log(1 + eβEsp(
~k)) (3.31)
where the single particle spectrum given by
Esp(~k) =
√
(
~k2
2m
− µ)2 + ∆20 (3.32)
represent the poles of the propagator in the costant energy gap approximation.
From the grand potential it is easy to get the gap equation. Imposing the stationarity
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condition ∂Ω(∆0)
∂∆0
= 0 we get the well-known relation
1
g
=
1
2Ω
∑
~k
tanh[β
2
(E(~k)]
E(~k)
(3.33)
where E(~k) =
√
ε(~k)2 + ∆20
The summation must be taken over all the momenta, from 0 to∞. The gap equation
in (3.32) diverges, so the coupling g must be renormalized according with the theory
of scattering, as already explain in section 3.18.
1
g
= − 1
4piaF
+
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
1
k2
where aF is the scattering lenght for fermions.
The second equation we need to solve is called number equation. It is the thermody-
namic relation between the number of particles and the chemical potential.
n(µ) = −∂Ω(µ)
∂µ
. (3.34)
The procedure to obtain the critical temperature of the system as a function of our
basic parameter, the scattering length, is the following: firstly, at fixed temperature,
we invert the number equation, with the intention to express the chemical potential
as a function of density of particle and the temperature µ(n, T ). After this, the gap
equation can be plotted, in order to highlight the relation between scattering length
and temperature at fixed number of particles.
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3.4.2 Beyond mean field contributions for standard BCS-BEC
crossover
At this point we consider the pair field as the sum of a mean-field constant term and
a time and space dependent fluctuations field:
∆(~x, τ) = ∆0 + η(~x, τ)
∆∗(~x, τ) = ∆0 + η∗(~x, τ)
(3.35)
where η(x, τ) is the abovementioned complex field which describes pairing fluctua-
tions.
The action in (3.30) can be rewrititten as:
S∆ =
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
d3x
|∆0 + η(~x, τ)|2
g
− Tr[log(G−10 +K)] (3.36)
where, in the momentum space:
G−10 (k) =
[
iωn − ε(~k) ∆0
∆0 iωn + ε(~k)
]
(3.37)
and
K(k, k + q) =
[
0 η(q)
η∗(−q) 0
]
. (3.38)
The idea is to rewrite the trace in order to have a perturbative expansion in the
fluctuations field:
Tr[log(G−10 +K)] = Tr[log(G
−1
0 )]− Tr[G0K] +
1
2
Tr[(G0K)
2]− ...
At second order we can include the quantum fluctuations in the action S∆ = S0 +Sg.
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The partition function in this case is the product of a mean-field term and a fluctua-
tions term Z = Z0Zg, so the grand potential is
Ω = Ω0 + Ωg. (3.39)
Considering only quadratic terms in η(~x, τ)
S∆ =
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
d3x
|∆0|2
g
− Tr[log(G−10 )] +
|η(x)|2
g
+
1
2
Tr[(G0K)
2]. (3.40)
Inverting G−10 we get
G11(k) = −G22(−k) = iωn + ε(
~k)
(iωn)2 − ε(~k)2 −∆20
G12(k) = G21(k) = − ∆0
(iωn)2 − ε(~k)2 −∆20
.
(3.41)
The term +∆0
g
(η(x) + η∗(x))− Tr[G0K] vanishes using saddle point condition.
In fact
Tr[G0K] = tr[G12(η
∗ + η)] =
1
βL3
∑
Q
(η∗(Q) + η(−Q))
∑
k
G12(k) (3.42)
where k = (ωn, ~k) e Q = (Ωn, ~q) are four-vectors, the first one related to fermionic
frequencies, the second to bosonic ones.
So, we focus on the gaussian fluctuations:
Sg =
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
d3x+
|η(~x, τ)|2
g
+
1
2
Tr[(G0K)
2] (3.43)
Evaluating the trace in the momentum space
1
2
Tr[(G0K)
2] =
1
2
tr[G12η
∗G12η∗ +G12ηG12η + 2G11ηG22η∗]. (3.44)
The first term is:
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12
tr[G12η
∗G12η∗] =
1
2βL3
∑
Q
η∗(Q)
∑
k
G12(k)G12(k +Q)η
∗(−Q) (3.45)
the second
1
2
tr[G12ηG12η] =
1
2βL3
∑
Q
η(Q)
∑
k
G12(k)G12(k +Q)η(−Q) (3.46)
and finally the third one reads
tr[G12ηG12η] =
1
βL3
∑
Q
η∗(Q)
∑
k
G11(k +Q)G22(k)η(Q). (3.47)
The physics of the fluctuations is so encoded in the quadratic form represented by
the matrix M, which is the inverse propagator of Gaussian fluctuations of pairs.
Sg =
1
2
∑
Q
(η∗(Q)η(−Q))M(Q)
(
η(Q)
η∗(−Q)
)
(3.48)
Using (3.41) for the calculation of the trace (3.44) we obtain:
M11(Q) =
1
g
+
1
βL3
∑
iωn,~k
iωn + iΩn + ε(~k + ~q)
(iωn + iΩn)2 − ε(~k + ~q)2 −∆20
iωn − ε(~k)
(iωn)2 − ε(~k)2 −∆20
(3.49)
M12(Q) =
1
βL3
∑
iωn,~k
∆20
[(iωn + iΩn)2 − ε(~k + ~q)2 −∆20][(iωn)2 − ε(~k)2 −∆20]
(3.50)
and it is easy to prove that M11(Q) = M22(−Q) e M12(Q) = M21(Q).
As we can see, the matrix is a complicated object, it is related to bosonic excitations
but inside it there are fermionc exicitations.
Solving
det[log(M(Q))] = 0 (3.51)
it is possibile to find Ecoll, which represent the spectrum of bosonic collective excita-
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tions, as solution of the equation above.
In the deep Bose-Einstein condensate regime you can find that the gaussian fluctua-
tions grand potential can be written in this way
Ωg ' 1
2
∑
~q
Ecoll(~q) +
1
β
∑
~q
log(1− eβEcoll(~q)). (3.52)
Formally we are able to write the grand potential, which depends on temperature T,
volume L3, chemical potential µ and energy gap parameter ∆0. The latter can be
fixed imposing the stationarity of the mean field grand-potential (saddle point)
∂Ω0
∂∆0
= 0. (3.53)
The number equation gets a new contribution:
n = −∂Ω
∂µ
= −∂Ω0
∂µ
− ∂Ωg
∂µ
− ∂Ωg
∂∆0
∂∆0
∂µ
. (3.54)
Figure 3.5: Differences between mean-field and beyond-mean-field approximation for the
BCS-BEC crossover
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3.4.3 Mean field theory of BCS-BEC crossover with Rabi in-
teraction
In section 3.2 we have obtained the mean-field grand potential setting the pairing
field constant and performing the summation over the Matsubara frequencies.
Ω = V
∆20
4piaF
− 1
2β
∑
~k
4∑
i=1
log(1 + e−βωi(
~k))
where ω1(~k) =
√
ε(~k)2 + ∆20 − ωR, ω2(~k) =
√
ε(~k)2 + ∆20 − ωR, ω3(~k) = −ω1(~k) and
ω4(~k) = −ω2(~k).
The main ingredient for the crossover is the regularization of the grand potential:
the basic idea is to take summation over all the momenta; redefining the coupling
between particles we obtain a finite quantity which represent the grand potential for
ultracold atoms.
Moreover, doing this the scattering length between fermions can also be positive, so
we are able to investigate the so-called BEC regime.
− 1
4piaF
=
1
gr
+
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
1
k2
where aF is the scattering length for fermions.
Minimizing the grand potential we get the gap equation
− 1
4piaF
=
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
[
tanh[β
2
(E(~k)− ωR)]
2E(~k
) +
tanh[β
2
(E(~k) + ωR)]
2E(~k)
− 1
2ε(~k)
] (3.55)
where E(~k) =
√
ε(~k)2 + ∆20.
In order to find the critical temperature of the system we fix the gap to 0, so we can
plot the temperature as a function of the controlled parameter aF , solving numerically
(3.56) and number equation in (3.25) we obtain
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Figure 3.6: Critical temperature of the BCS-BEC crossover in mean field approximation.
Solid black line: ωR/εF=0.6. Red-dashed line: ωR/εF=0
The presence of Rabi affects the BCS regime. As we can see in equation (3.56) or
more generally in equation (3.13), for large temperature the Rabi frequency becomes
irrelevant, so, at mean field level, in the BEC regime the presence of Rabi is not
interesting.
In figure 3.6 we can notice how for a specific scattering length we have an inversion
of the curve: for a specific region there seems to be two critical temperatures.
Later in this chapter we will show that one of the two solution (the lower one) does
not represent a minimum of the theory.
The result is that the Rabi interaction does not allow superconductivity if the strength
of the interaction is under a certain threshold.
At this point using gap equation (3.56) at very low temperature together with number
equation we can plot the energy gap as a function of scattering length (Fig. 3.7).
As noticed before during the analysis of the critical temperature, for the Rabi-coupled
case there is a particular range of scattering lengths which allows two solutions for
the gap. As stressed before and as we show later on, the lower solution is a maximum
for the grand potential. So, there is a threshold of energy gap below which there is
no superconductivity. This threshold in the low temperature limit coincides exactly
with the energy ωR. The Rabi breaks the Cooper pairs which have an energy lower
than that provided by the Rabi coupling.
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Figure 3.7: Energy gap as a function of scattering lenght. Solid black line: ωR/εF=0.5.
Red-dashed line: ωR/εF=0
Let us start with the grand potential in equation (3.13), our intention is to take the
T = 0 limit. So,
Ω =V
∆20
4piaF
− 1
2β
∑
~k
log(1 + e−β(E(
~k)+ωR))− 1
2β
∑
~k
log(1 + e−β(E(
~k)−ωR))
− 1
2β
∑
~k
log(1 + e+β(E(
~k)+ωR))− 1
2β
∑
~k
log(1 + e+β(E(
~k)+ωR)).
(3.56)
With Rabi, the low temperature limit is not trivial, in fact we need to specify in
which conditions we have E(~k)−ωR > 0 (the quantity E(~k) +ωR is always positive):
{
if ∆0 > ωR ∀~k
if ∆0 < ωR |~k| < k−, |~k| > k+
where
k− =
√
2(µ−
√
ω2R −∆20)
k+ =
√
2(µ+
√
ω2R −∆20).
(3.57)
Finally, taking the limit β → +∞ in equation (3.56) we get the grand potential at
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zero temperature,
if ∆0 > ωR
Ω = V
∆20
4piaF
−
∑
~k
E(~k) (3.58)
if ∆0 < ωR
Ω = V
∆20
4piaF
−
∑
|~k|<k−,|~k|>k+
E(~k)−
∑
k−<|~k|<k+
ωR (3.59)
Figure 3.8: Grand potential at zero temperature as a function of the gap parameter.
ωR/εF=0.9. Black line: 1/(kFaF ) = -1.5, red line: 1/(kFaF ) = -0.5. The dashed line
represents the case ∆0 < ωR.
As we pointed out before, the Rabi affects considerably the zero point energy of the
fermions in BCS regime. It splits the grand potential into two separate contributions.
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3.4.4 Beyond mean field BEC-BCS crossover with Rabi inter-
action
Starting from the action
S[ΨΨ¯] =
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
d3x
∑
σ
Ψ¯σ(∂τ − ∇
2
2m
− µ)Ψσ + ~ωR(Ψ¯↑Ψ↓ + Ψ¯↓Ψ↑)− gΨ¯↓Ψ↑Ψ¯↑Ψ↓
(3.60)
we next use a Hubbard-Stratanovich transformation with an auxiliary field ∆(~x, τ)
which couples to Ψ¯↑Ψ¯↓ and after summing over the fermionic field we get:
S∆ =
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
d3x
|∆(x)|2
g
− Tr[log(1
2
G−1)]. (3.61)
As done for the Rabi-less cas we rewrite the order parameter as a sum of a mean-field
term and a fluctuations term G−1 = G−10 +K, where
K(k, k + q) =

0 η(q) 0 0
η∗(−q) 0 0 0
0 0 0 −η(q)
0 0 −η∗(−q) 0
.

(3.62)
Inverting G−10 we get
G(k) =

G11 G12 G13 G14
G21 G22 −G14 G24
G13 −G14 G11 −G12
G14 G24 −G12 G22
.

(3.63)
where
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G11(k) =
1
βL3
(iωn + ε(~k))((iωn)
2 − ε(~k)2 −∆20)− ωR(iωn − ε(~k))
((iω)2 − ω2−)((iω)2 − ω2+)
G12(k) = − 1
βL3
∆0
(iωn)
2 − ε(~k)2 −∆20 + ω2R
((iω)2 − ω2−)((iω)2 − ω2+)
G22(k) =
1
βL3
(iωn − ε(~k))((iωn)2 − ε(~k)2 −∆20)− ωR(iωn + ε(~k))
((iω)2 − ω2−)((iω)2 − ω2+)
G13(k) = − 1
βL3
ωR
ω2R − (iωn + ε(~k))2 −∆20
((iω)2 − ω2−)((iω)2 − ω2+)
G23(k) =
1
βL3
ωR
ω2R − (iωn − ε(~k))2 −∆20
((iω)2 − ω2−)((iω)2 − ω2+)
G14(k) =
1
βL3
iωnωR∆0
((iω)2 − ω2−)((iω)2 − ω2+)
(3.64)
the functions ω− e ω+ are defined in (3.13) and they represent the excitation spectrum
of the Rabi-coupled BCS system.
The key issue is to calculate the traces
1
2
Tr[(GK)2] =tr(G12η
∗G12η∗ +G14η∗G14η∗ +G12ηG12η)
+G14ηG14η − 2G13ηG24η∗ + 2G11ηG22η∗).
(3.65)
Let us consider the terms individually:
tr(G12η
∗G12η∗ +G14η∗G14η∗) =
1
βL3
∑
Q
η∗(Q)(
∑
k
G12(k)G12(k +Q)
+G14(k)G14(k +Q))η
∗(−Q)
(3.66)
tr(G12ηG12η +G14ηG14η) =
1
βL3
∑
Q
η(Q)(
∑
k
G12(k)G12(k +Q)
+G14(k)G14(k +Q))η(−Q)
(3.67)
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2tr(G11ηG22η
∗ −G13ηG24η∗) = 2
βL3
∑
Q
η∗(Q)(
∑
k
G11(k +Q)G22(k +Q)
−G13(k +Q)G14(k))η(Q)
(3.68)
Our intention is to rewrite the gaussian contributions in terms of a quadratic form:
Sg =
1
2
∑
Q
(η∗(Q)η(−Q))MωR(Q)
(
η(Q)
η∗(−Q)
)
. (3.69)
Rewriting the inverse of the fluctuations propagator as MωR(Q) = MωR=0(Q) + Ω(Q)
Ω(Q)11 =−
1
βL3
∑
k
ω2R(
(iωn + iΩn + ε(~k + ~q))((iωn + iΩn)
2 − ε(~k + ~q)2 −∆20)(iωn + ε(~k))
((iωn + iΩn)2 − ω2−)((iωn + iΩn)2 − ω2+)((iωn)2 − ω2−)((iωn)2 − ω2+)
(iωn + iΩn − ε(~k + ~q))(iω2n − ε(~k)2 −∆20)(iωn − ε(~k))
((iωn + iΩn)2 − ω2−)((iωn + iΩn)2 − ω2+)((iωn)2 − ω2−)((iωn)2 − ω2+)
)
Ω(Q)12 = +
1
βL3
∑
k
ω2R∆
2
0(
(iωn)
2 + (iωn + iΩn)
2 − ε(~k)2 − ε(~k + ~q)2 − 2∆0
((iωn + iΩn)2 − ω2−)((iωn + iΩn)2 − ω2+)((iωn)2 − ω2−)((iωn)2 − ω2+)
+
iωn(iωn + iΩn)
((iωn + iΩn)2 − ω2−)((iωn + iΩn)2 − ω2+)((iωn)2 − ω2−)((iωn)2 − ω2+)
The other matrix elements are Ω(Q)22 = Ω(−Q)11 e Ω(Q)21 = Ω(Q)12.
We obtained the analytical expression for the matrix elements of quantum fluctua-
tions propagator.
Summing numerically over the Matsubara frequencies and momenta it could be pos-
sible to evaluate the entire crossover in the presence of the Rabi coupling. These
calculations however are particularly demanding and they fall outside the scope of
the thesis.
While in the mean-field approximation we showed that the Rabi interaction does not
affect the physics of the the deep BEC regime, it may not be true for the collective
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excitations. According with the standard BCS-BEC crossover theory, we expect that
for small and positive scattering length the critical temperature approaches that of
non-interacting bosons, calculated for Rabi case in section 2.1.
n
2
= (
Tc,ωR
2pi
)
3
2 [ζ(3/2) + f(e
−2ωR
Tc,ωR )] (3.70)
where the function f(z) is defined as:
f(z) =
∞∑
n=1
zn
n
3
2
We note that in equation (3.65) we used n
2
, which is the density of diatomic bosonic
molecules.
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Appendix
Condensed number
In chapter 3 we investigated a system of interacting fermions in the presence of Rabi
coupling. A fundamental quantity which is important to calculate is the conden-
sate fraction. In this appendix we provide the analytical calculations that must be
performed to evaluate numerically the condensate fraction [51], a result which is,
however, out of the scope of the thesis. We calculated the singlet contribution and
the triplet contribution, the latter is a peculiarity of the Rabi-coupled case.
Singlet contribution
N0 =
1
β
∑
~k
|
∑
iω
〈Ψ↑(~k)Ψ↓(−~k)〉 |2 = 1
β
∑
~k
|
∑
ω
−G2,1 +G4,3|2
=
∆20
β
∑
~k
|
∑
iω
2(iω)2 + 2ω2R − 2E(~k)2
(ω2 − ω2−)(ω2 − ω2+)
|2
now, adding and substracting 2iωωR
=
∆20
β
∑
~k
|
∑
iω
(ω + ωR)
2 − E(~k)2 + (ω − ωR)2 − E(~k)2
((iω)2 − ω2−)((iω)2 − ω2+)
|2
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=
∆20
β
∑
~k
|
∑
iω
1
(iω + ωR)2 − E(~k)2
+
1
(iω − ωR)2 − E(~k)2
|2.
Summing over the Matsubara frequencies
N0 =
∆20
4
∑
~k
[
tanh(β
2
(E(~k) + ωR))
2E(~k)
+
tanh(β
2
(E(~k)− ωR))
2E(~k)
]2. (3.71)
Triplet contribution
N1 =
1
β
∑
~k
|
∑
iω
〈Ψ↑(~k)Ψ↑(−~k)〉 |2 = 1
β
∑
~k
|
∑
ω
G4,1|2
=
∆20
β
∑
~k
|
∑
iω
2iωωR
((iω)2 − ω2−)((iω)2 − ω2+)
|2.
It is easy to prove that the down-down contribution is identical to the one above.
Adding and substracting (iω)2 + ω2R − E(~k)2
N1 =
∆20
4β
∑
~k
|
∑
iω
(iω)2 + ω2R − E(~k)2 + 2iωωR − ((iω)2 + ω2R − E(~k)2 − 2iωωR)
((iω)2 − ω2−)((iω)2 − ω2+)
|2
N1 =
∆20
16
∑
~k
[
tanh(β
2
(E(~k) + ωR))
2E(~k)
− tanh(
β
2
(E(~k)− ωR))
2E(~k)
]2. (3.72)
As mentioned at the begin of the section, this last contribute vanishes if we set
ωR = 0.
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